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Abstract: The purpose of this study was twofold: its first aim was to investigate the effect of the use of model
essays on EFL learners’ attention to four different aspects of writing, lexicon, grammar, discourse and content;
secondly, it attempted to determine the effect of model essays on developing the accuracy and complexity of
EFL learners’ writing performance. The participants in this study were 40 Iranian female EFL learners who were
divided into two groups: a control group and an experimental group. The control group received teacher error
correction as feedback and the experimental group received model essays as feedback. Once a pre-test had been
completed, the students received 21 treatment sessions, after which a post-test was administered. The results
of the study revealed that students in the experimental group noticed the use of lexicon in the model essays
more often. Independent sample t-tests were used to assess the effect of model essays on the accuracy and
complexity of EFL Learners’ writing performance. The results revealed that model essays significantly affected
the accuracy and complexity of EFL learners’ writing performance. The findings of the study suggest that model
essays should be included in writing courses and teachers should encourage students to use models
appropriately.
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INTRODUCTION Given the opportunities to learn rhetorical modes, L2

In recent SLA research, much emphasis has been modes to their writing [8].
placed upon the role of attention, awareness and noticing, Little empirical research has been undertaken on the
which have been viewed as key issues in L2 learning by effect of model essays on EFL learners’ writing
many researchers [1, 2, 3]. “Noticing may occur because performance  in Iran. The present study, therefore,
of either internal or external feedback which may prompt, focused on the role of model essays in improving EFL
for example, the generation of alternatives and their learners’  writing  performance.  It  attempted to
assessment  from simple inspection to complex thinking investigate what aspects of language students notice
(p. 386) [2]. There are several types of feedback in L2 when  using model essays and how it affects EFL
writing instruction, such as teacher’s essay correction, learners’ writing performance in terms of accuracy and
reformulation  and  peer  feedback.  A  model essay complexity.  Here  model essays and native speaker
written by a native speaker may also be a beneficial writing have been used interchangeably. Regarding the
resource if it can function as a feedback tool [4]. Some purpose of the study, the following research questions
scholars  believe  that  modeling  of  native speaker were asked:
writing may improve writing performance better than
teacher error correction [4-7]. Models are important to What aspects of language do EFL learners notice
every writer and when appropriately integrated into the comparing their own writing performance with model
context of the writing process, they become a powerful essays?
and effective teaching tool [8]. L2 writers have to be Does using model essay have any effect on
exposed to various types of reading material since it is developing the accuracy of EFL Learners’ writing
difficult to acquire L2 writing skills by writing alone [9]. performance?

learners can eventually apply their knowledge of those
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Does using model essay have any effect on Prose models are introduced into the process as the
developing  the  complexity  of  EFL Learners’ writing student needs them rather than before the writing
performance? process begins (p. 28).

Model Essays and Writing: Certainly few people will take Courses do take place in which models are used as
exception to the general rule that one good way to learn problem-specific resources; they are introduced within the
how to write is to follow the example of those who can students’ writing process, rather than before the course
write well. While reading, writers are able to see the has started, or as a separate aspect of the teaching [11].
printed words, the shape and order of sentences and the The scholars who suggest such an approach take the line
texture of paragraphs [8]. The prose model approach of that, “students must be permitted to discover their own
teaching how to write maintains that people can develop writing problems, but once they have made that
and improve their writing performance through directed discovery, models may be very helpful, demonstrating
reading [8]. What L2 learners write largely depends on solutions that others have found and that students can
what they read and reading can improve their L2 writing utilize for themselves” (p.35) [8].
skills [8]. Knowing rhetorical modes, L2 learners can
eventually apply their knowledge of those modes to their MATERIALS AND METHODS
writing [8]. The inclusion of model essays in an academic
writing textbook was emphasized as a necessary factor Participants: The participants in the present study
which would enable L2 writers to focus on the various consisted of 40 Iranian female EFL students who studied
aspects of target language [10]. English twice a week at a language institute. Their ages

However, there are also several objections to using ranged from 16 to 28 and they were all at an intermediate
model essays in an L2 writing context. Written texts do level. In order to motivate the learners to participate in the
not contribute to the process of imparting meaning in L2 study, the researcher explained that using model essays
[11]. In addition, model essays prevent L2 learner’s is a new approach that can improve their writing
creativity, which is an important aspect of L2 writing performance. A standard proficiency test was used to
performance [12]. Furthermore, there has been growing homogenize the proficiency level of the participants.
dissatisfaction with traditional model-based writing
lessons.  The  traditional  sequence  of   activities in Instruments: The proficiency test employed in the
model based writing lessons (read, analyze, write) is present  study was the Preliminary English Test (PET).
criticized as it involves an “underlying assumption that The test consists of four parts: listening, speaking,
advance diagnosis of writing problems promotes reading and  writing. The subjects' scores were out of
learning” (p. 24) [8]. In this approach, model essays 100.  As  the  majority  of participants scored more than
provide input for readers, but this cannot ensure the 60, in order to have homogeneous groups, those who
intake [13]. obtained 60 or more were chosen as the participants of the

Critics do not seem to question the value of prose study.
models; their criticism is rather directed at how and when Writing tasks and model essays for those tasks were
teachers use prose models [8]. Models are important to chosen from the book ‘How to Prepare for the TOEFL
every writer and when appropriately integrated into the Essays’ [14]. Different types of argumentative tasks,
context of the writing process, they become a powerful including four kinds of writing tasks AD (agreeing or
and effective teaching tool. The new approach for using disagreeing), PR (stating a preference), EX (giving an
prose models is as follows [8]: explanation) and MA (making an argument) were chosen

Students learn to write by writing a considerable The course book which was taught for both
amount each semester. experimental and control groups was Interchange 2 (units
Writing is taught primarily as a process. 1 to 6) [15]. Each unit consisted of conversation, reading,
Individual conferences are used to teach writing listening and writing tasks and there were two grammar
because they permit the instructor to address the focuses with related exercises. Writing tasks chosen from
particular needs of each student. the above mentioned book replaced the writing tasks
In addition to writing, students read widely. given in the textbook.

from this book.
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Procedure: The study consisted of 21 sessions (half an Lexicon: words, phrases, expressions.
hour in every session was devoted to writing). The Form: articles, plurals, sentence structures, verb
participants were not permitted to use dictionaries; only forms, tenses, prepositions, comparative and
model essays and teacher error correction were to be used superlative, punctuation and spelling.
for the improvement of their writing. Participants were Discourse: cohesive devices
given some instructions before writing about the topic. Content: own opinion, knowledge, experiences,
To assure the homogeneity of the learners, the evidence and supportive ideas.
researchers measured their initial language proficiency
level using a PET test. According to this test the forty Examples of What Students Noticed:
students who had obtained 60 or more out of 100, were
randomly  divided  into  two  groups, each consisting of One of the students wrote that “it would be worth it"
20 participants: the experimental group and the control is used in the model essay. I did not know about it; I
group. want to use it in my essay (Lexicon).

The pre-test, including a PR writing task, was I used "It’s harmful" but in the model essay it is
administrated for both control and experimental groups. written “would be harmed". I think using passive
The accuracy and complexity of students’ writing tense is better (Form).
performance were then measured. Accuracy was The model essay has used words such as “first, then,
measured  by  calculating  the  number   of  the secondly, on the other hand, etc" at the beginning of
grammatical errors per total number of T-units [16]. paragraphs. I want to use such words in my essay,
Complexity was measured by calculating the number of too (Discourse).
content words (nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs) per In the third paragraph, the model essay describes tax
total number of T-units [17]. Students’ writing and taxpayers. I want to write about such information
performance was rated by two assessors to obtain inter- in my essay (Content).
rater reliability.

In  order  to  increase  the  validity of the writing The students in the control group wrote about the
tasks,  the  researchers  conducted a pilot study. This same topics as the experimental group wrote. In Stage 1,
pilot  was  conducted  over  eight  sessions using a the control group wrote about the writing tasks and their
sample group that was similar to the main group. The writings were collected by their teacher who proceeded to
purpose of the pilot study was to gain insights about the correct their errors. In Stage 2, students in the control
choice and administration of writing tasks and model group reviewed their errors and received feedback from
essays. their teacher. In Stage 3, students rewrote their essays. At

The instruction consisted of three stages in both the end of the 21st session, the participants in both
experimental and control groups. Every stage took groups were post-tested. The post-testing procedures
approximately 30 minutes. Three successive sessions were exactly the same as pre-testing. Students in both
were needed to complete the writing procedure in both groups had access to another PR kind of writing task from
groups who had to write about the same topics. The the same book; they wrote about the topic and the
treatment in the experimental group was as follows: In researcher measured the accuracy and complexity of their
Stage  1,  students  were  asked to write about the topic. writing performance. The time allotted for writing tasks
In  Stage  2,  they  studied  a model essay about the during the course, as well as in the pre- and post-tests,
writing task and they underlined or took notes about was half an hour.
those  aspects  of  language that they noticed in the
model essay written about the same topic (the taking note Design: Due to the proposed research questions, a true-
stage here was exactly the same as the taking note experimental method of research was required. It
process mentioned in [5, 6]; examples of which are shown contained a pre-test, a post-test, a control group and an
below). In Stage 3, students were asked to rewrite their experimental group. Feedback, which had two levels of
essays. essay modeling and teacher error correction, was the

In the experimental group, in Stage 2, what students independent variable. The accuracy and complexity of
noticed (as written in notes or displayed as underlining) participants’ writing performance were the dependent
was classified into four categories [4]. variables, which were measured to determine the effect of
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the independent variable. In this study, students'
language proficiency was controlled by their taking the
PET test and gender was controlled by selecting two
solely female language learner groups.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Firstly, the Pearson correlation is presented in order
to show the inter-rater reliability between two raters.
Secondly, the descriptive statistics for question one is
described. The kolmogorov-smirnov test was done, to
ensure the normality of the distribution of data. Then,
using an independent-sample t-test for both the pre- and
post-test accuracy and complexity scores, hypotheses
two and three were tested.

Inter-Rater Reliability for Accuracy and Complexity
Scores: The computed Pearson correlation coefficient for
the pre-test of accuracy is (r =.937, p =.000) and for the
post-test of accuracy is (r = .974, p = .000), which indicates
that there is a high positive relationship between the
scores rated by Rater 1 and Rater 2 in both pre-test and
post-test for control and experimental groups. The
computed Pearson correlation coefficient for the pre-test
of complexity is (r =.930, p =.000) and for the post-test of
complexity is (r = .988, p =.000), which indicates that there
is a high positive relationship between the scores rated by
Rater 1 and Rater 2 in pre-test and post-test for two
groups.

Frequencies and Proportions of Features Noticed in
Stage 2 of Writing: The first research question aimed to
investigate which aspects of language the participants in
the experimental group noticed in the model essays. As it
was mentioned before, accuracy was measured by
calculating the number of the grammatical errors per total
number of T-units [16] and complexity was measured by
calculating the number of content words (nouns, verbs,
adjectives and adverbs) per total number of T-units [17].
In order to explore what aspect of language they were
paying attention to, the major four categories (lexicon,
form, discourse and content) were identified and the
descriptive statistics for each category were calculated.
Table 1 shows the frequencies and proportions of
features noticed in the Stage 2 by the experimental group.

As Table 1 indicates, the largest proportion and mean
frequency of the noticing was lexical (38.37%, M = 9.50),
followed  by  content  (29.11%,  M = 7.64), form (22.24%,
M = 5.64) and discourse (10.26%, M = 3.14).

Table 1: Frequencies and proportions of features noticed in the Stage 2 by
the experimental group

F % M SD
Lexicon 134.2 38.37 9.50 4.15
Form 77.8 22.24 5.64 3.50
discourse 35.9 10.26 3.14 1.92
content 101.8 29.11 7.64 2.92
Total 349.7 100.00 25.92 5.34

The descriptive statistics of students’ noticing show
that model essays help them to notice lexicon more often
than the other categories. Based on the psychological
view that learners' attention is of limited capacity and
given that noticing and understanding require different
levels of awareness, it is believed that “limited attentional
resources are directed first at those elements that carry
message meaning, primarily lexicon and only later, when
the cost comes down, towards communicatively
redundant formal features of language” (p. 13) [5]. The
findings of this study are consistent with some of the
previous L2 writing studies which include a comparison-
stage of students’ original writing performance and a
model text [5, 6]. In the study [6], the role of model texts
written by a native speaker in promoting noticing in a
four-stage study, consisting of output, comparison and
two revision stages, was investigated. In the comparison
stage, participants were asked to write about whatever
they noticed as they compared their original text with the
models. The data was coded into four categories; lexis,
grammar, content and other. The findings of the study
indicate that the participants noticed the lexical aspects
far more frequently than the other three categories. In the
study [5], students were asked to write essays about one
descriptive and one argumentative task. The teacher used
model essays in Cambridge IELTS books as a feedback
tool. Students compared their own writing text with a
model essay and verbalized what aspect of language they
noticed. The data was classified into five categories, lexis,
grammar, content, discourse and others. The findings of
the study similarly indicate that participants noticed lexis
more often than other categories and they were able to
find solutions to the lexical problems more often than
other categories in the revised task.

Pre-Test: Measuring Accuracy and Complexity: For
analyzing the second and third questions, a t-test analysis
was run first to determine if there were any statistically
significant differences between the two groups’ mean
scores on the pre-test measuring accuracy and complexity
of EFL writing. The results of t-test for accuracy and
complexity scores are presented in Tables 2 and 3.
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Table 2: Independent sample t-test for pre-test scores of accuracy in two
groups

Pre-accuracy N Mean t F df
Control group 20 1.09 .087 .000 38.00

(.39)
Experimental group 20 1.08 .087 37.94

(.37)
Note: p= .983. The adjusted Standard Deviation is shown in parentheses
below the means

Table 3: Independent sample t-test for pre-test scores of complexity in two
groups

Pre-accuracy N Mean t F df
Control group 20 3.85 -.003 .041 38.00

(.61)
Experimental group 20 3.85 -.003 37.75

(.56)
Note: p= .841. The adjusted Standard Deviation is shown in parentheses
below the means

The statistical analysis of written pre-test data
showed that there was no difference between the two
groups. The mean score and standard deviation in the
control group were (M = 1.09, SD = .39) and the mean
score and standard deviation in the experimental group
were (M = 1.08, SD = .37), t (38) = .087, p>.05 and t
observed (.087) < t critical (2.042), showing that there is no
that there is no significant difference between two groups
in pre-test measuring accuracy (Table 2).

The mean score and the standard deviation in the
control group were (M = 3.85, SD = .61) and the mean
score and the standard deviation in the experimental
group were (M = 3.85, SD =.56), t (38) = -.003, p>.05 and t
observed (-.003) < t critical (2.021), which shows that there
is no significant difference between two groups regarding
pre-test scores measuring complexity (Table 3).

Results of Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test for Accuracy
Scores in two Groups: The researchers used the
kolmogorov-smirnov test to check the normality of the
distribution of data. Results of kolmogorov-smirnov test
for pre-test and post test of control and experimental
groups for the variable of accuracy are shown in Table 4.

As Table 4 shows, p>.05 for both pre-test and post-
test scores, so the distribution of data is normal.

Results of the Post Test for Accuracy Scores: To answer
the second research question, does using model essay
have any effect on developing the accuracy of EFL
Learners’ writing performance, an independent sample t-
test was used. Table 5 shows the results of the
independent sample t-test for the post-test of accuracy
scores.

The mean score and standard deviation in the control
group were (M =.801, SD =.252) and the mean score and
standard  deviation  in   the   experimental   group  were
(M =.27, SD =.096), t (38) =8.64, p<.05 and t observed
(8.649) > t critical (2.021), which shows that there is a
significant difference between two groups in post-test,
measuring accuracy (Table 5). The null hypothesis that,
using model essay does not have any effect on
developing the accuracy of EFL Learners’ writing
performance, was rejected. Thus, it can be concluded that
the use of model essays significantly affects the accuracy
of writing performance of EFL learners.

Results of Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test for Complexity
Scores: The researchers used the kolmogorov-smirnov
test for checking the normality of the distribution of data.
The results of kolmogorov-smirnov test for the pre-test
and post test of control and experimental groups for the
variable of complexity are shown in Table 6.

According to Table 6, the results show that p>.05, so
the distribution of data is normal.

Results of the Post Test for Complexity Scores: To
answer the third research question, does using model
essay have any effect on developing the complexity of
EFL Learners’ writing performance, an independent
sample t-test was used (Table 7). 

The mean score and standard deviation in the control
group were (M =3.57, SD =.619) and the mean score and
standard  deviation  in   the   experimental   group  were
(M =6.002, SD =.761), t (38) =-9.67, p<.05 and t observed
(-9.67) > t critical (2.021), showing that there was a
significant difference between the two groups in
measuring complexity in the post-test (Table 7). The mean
of the experimental group was more than the control
group, which shows that modeling of native speaker
writing has a positive effect on improving the complexity
of EFL learners’ writing performance. The null hypothesis,
that using model essay does not have any effect on
developing the complexity of EFL Learners’ writing
performance, was rejected. Thus, it can be said that using
model essays significantly affect the complexity of writing
performance of EFL learners.

The results of independent sample t-test for both
accuracy and complexity, regarding questions two and
three, show that there is a significant difference between
the experimental group, receiving model essays and the
control group, receiving teachers’ written corrective
feedback. These results support previous findings that
the modeling of native speaker writing is a better method
than  teacher’s  error  correction   [4].   In   the  mentioned
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Table 4: K-S Test Indicating the Normality of Data for Accuracy scores One-Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test

Group Pre-accuracy Post-accuracy

Control N 20 20
Normal Parameters Mean 1.0927 .8012a,b

Std.Deviation .3910 .2530
Most Extreme Absolute .158 .138
Differences Positive .157 .138

Negative -.158 -.099
Kolmogorov-Smirnov Z .707 .618
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .700 .840

Experimental N 20 20
Normal Parameters Mean 1.0822 .2776a,b

Std.Deviation .3765 9.654E-02
Most Extreme Absolute .127 .113
Differences Positive .127 .113

Negative -.070 -.102
Kolmogorov-Smirnov Z .569 .504
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .902 .902

Table 5: Independent sample t-test for post-test scores of accuracy in two groups

Pre-accuracy N Mean t F df

Control group 20 .8012 8.649 12.923 38.00
(.252)

Experimental group 20 .2776 8.649 24.42
(.096)

Note: p=.001. The adjusted Standard Deviation is shown in parentheses below the means

Table 6: K-S Test Indicating t the normality of the distribution of data, Complexity scores One-Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test

Group Pre-accuracy Post-accuracy

Control N 20 20
Normal Parameters Mean 3.8537 3.8785a,b

Std.Deviation .6158 .6194
Most Extreme Absolute .186 .170
Differences Positive .186 .168

Negative -.181 -.170
Kolmogorov-Smirnov Z .833 .760
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .492 .611

Experimental N 20 20
Normal Parameters Mean 3.8542 6.0020a,b

Std.Deviation .5683 .7616
Most Extreme Absolute .192 .203
Differences Positive .192 .203

Negative -.092 -.136
Kolmogorov-Smirnov Z .861 .909
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .449 .380

Table 7: Independent sample t-test for post-test scores of complexity in two groups

Pre-accuracy N Mean t F df

Control group 20 3.57 -9.67 .552 38.00
(.619)

Experimental group 20 6.002 -9.67 36.46
(.761)

Note: p= .001. The adjusted Standard Deviation is shown in parentheses below the means
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study, students who received model essays improved students. Finally, a study ought to be conducted in order
their writing skill more often than students who got to investigate the long-term effect of model essays not
teacher feedback. The reason behind the positive effect of only on accuracy and complexity, but also on fluency of
model essay is the learners’ cognitive processing system writing. In all of these further suggestions, as well as for
and the factor ‘noticing’ [4]. Some L2 writing researchers this present study’s conclusions, it could also prove
argue that L2 learners should be encouraged to use a interesting to use other types of scoring methods.
model essay for improving their writing skills in terms of
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